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Abstract
We prove some heavy-traffic limit theorems for some nonstationary linear processes which encompass
the fractionally differentiated random walk as well as some FARIMA processes, when the innovations are
in the domain of attraction of a non-Gaussian stable distribution. The results are based on an extension of
the point process methodology to linear processes with nonsummable coefficients and make use of a new
maximal type inequality.
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1. Introduction and main result
The purpose of this paper is to study heavy traffic approximations for some linear
nonstationary processes having long range dependence and innovations in the domain of
attraction of a non-Gaussian stable distribution. The motivation for this study stems from an
interest in such topics as the global maximum of stochastic processes, boundary crossing and
related problems. While Barbe and McCormick [2] deal with linear processes for which the
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innovations are magnified over time, the current paper deals with dampened innovation, but at a
rate of dampening slow enough to be non-summable. Whereas convergence to fractional Le´vy
process was a key tool used in [2], here the relevant convergence result is that of convergence
to the point process. Though the point process approach to heavy traffic approximation is well
understood in the case of the random walk (see e.g. [10, Chapter 8]) and for sequences with rather
short range dependence, the existing methodology fails in the setting of this paper, because of
the slow decay of coefficients of the linear processes under consideration.
To describe the setting, we consider a power series,
g(x) =

i>0
gi x
i ,
whose radius of convergence is 1. Given a distribution function F , we can define a (g, F)-process
(Sn) as follows. Let (X i )i>1 be a sequence of random variables, independent, having common
distribution function F . We set X i = 0 if i is nonpositive. We define the backward shift operator
B by B X i = X i−1 and set
Sn = g(B)Xn =

06i<n
gi Xn−i .
Important examples of such processes include random walks, autoregressive moving averages
processes and their fractional integrated extensions. In particular, if g(x) = (1− x)−γ , then
Sn = (1− B)1−γ (1− B)−1 Xn
is the random walk (1− B)−1 Xn differentiated 1− γ times.
In order to develop a pleasing theory which is applicable to some nonstationary FARIMA
processes, we assume that the sequence
(gn) is ultimately positive and regularly varying of negative index
γ − 1 with γ in (0, 1). (1.1)
This forces the function g to diverge to +∞ as its argument tends to 1. Our earlier work, Barbe
and McCormick [2], concentrates on the case where γ is greater than 1, forcing (gn) to diverge
to infinity. In contrast, in this current paper, we assume that γ is less than 1, forcing (gn) to
converge to 0.
For any positive t define the partial sum
g[0,t) =

06i<t
gi .
Under (1.1), the sequence (g[0,n))n>1 diverges to infinity.
A heavy traffic approximation describes the limiting behavior of some functional of the
process when the expectation of the innovations tends to 0. Writing Sn = (Sn − g[0,n)EX1) +
EX1g[0,n), an alternative viewpoint is to consider that
F is centered (1.2)
and seek the limiting behavior of a functional of the process (Sn −ag[0,n))n>0 when a tends to 0.
As indicated in [13] this problem has bearing on heavy traffic limits in queueing theory, as well
as in some moving boundary crossing probability problems.
Throughout the paper we will use c for a generic constant whose value may change from place
to place.
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We are interested in the heavy-tail situation where
F belongs to the domain of attraction of a stable distribution with index α in (1, 2). (1.3)
Assumption (1.3) implies that F is tail balanced in the following sense. Writing F∗ for the
distribution of |X1| and M−1 F for that of −X1, there exist p and q both in [0, 1], such that
F ∼ pF∗ and M−1 F ∼ q F∗ at infinity; this last equality being read as M−1 F = o(F∗) if
q vanishes. These asymptotic relations imply p + q = 1. Under (1.3), F∗ is regularly varying
of index −α; and so is F,M−1 F , if p, q, does not vanish respectively. For simplicity, we will
assume throughout this paper that p does not vanish. If q vanishes we will also assume that the
lower tail of the distribution function F decays slightly faster than the upper one in the sense that
for some constant c
M−1 F(t) 6 cF(t log t) log t ultimately. (1.4)
Assumption (1.3) gives rise to a Le´vy measure ν whose density with respect to the Lebesgue
measure λ is
dν
dλ
(x) = pαx−α−11(0,∞)(x)+ qα(−x)−α−11(−∞,0)(x).
The function
k(t) = g[0,t)
F←∗ (1− 1/t)
will play a role in our results — note that the meaning of the notation k in this paper is different
than that in [2], but will play at times, but not always, an analogous role. Given (1.1) and
Karamata’s Tauberian theorem for power series [3, Corollary 1.7.3]
k(t) ∼ g(1− 1/t)
Γ (1+ γ )F←∗ (1− 1/t)
as t tends to infinity. In particular, k is regularly varying at infinity, with index γ − 1/α. It tends
to infinity at infinity when αγ > 1 and to 0 when αγ < 1. It is asymptotically equivalent to a
monotone function when αγ ≠ 1.
Our first result is a point process form of a heavy-traffic approximation. It encompasses the
spirit of this paper, though by no means its technical aspects. In order to state it, we need to
specify the space in which we consider point processes. For this purpose, given a topological
space A, we write M(A) the space of all Radon measures on A, endowed with the topology of
vague convergence. We write R0 for R \ {0}. Finally, throughout this paper,
Π =

i>1
δ(ti ,xi ) ∈M
[0,∞)× R0
is a Poisson point process with mean intensity λ× ν.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that (1.1) holds for some positive γ less than 1, that (1.2) and (1.3) hold,
and that k tends to infinity at infinity. The distribution of the point process
i>0
δ i
k←(1/a) ,
Si
ag[0,i)

as element inM(0,∞)× R0 converges to that of  i>1
j>0
δ
ti ,
g j xi
t
γ
i
 as a tends to 0.
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The main limitation of this theorem is that M(0,∞) × R0 is endowed with the topology
of vague convergence. As a consequence, it is not possible to derive by a simple application of
the continuous mapping theorem a heavy traffic approximation on the overall supremum of the
process or the time spent over the boundary ag[0,n), because those concern global features of the
process. To go from a local theorem such as Theorem 1.1 to some global result, the standard tool
in the stationary setting is a form of Kolmogorov’s maximal inequality. In the current context, no
such inequality is available. The following result is the main technical innovation of this paper
and seems useful beyond the corollaries that we will state. It asserts that with high probability Sn
cannot exceed ag[0,n) after a time of order k←(1/a) when a is close to 0 and αγ > 1.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that (1.1)–(1.3) hold, and that αγ > 1. If q vanishes, assume furthermore
that (1.4) holds. Then
lim
T→∞ lim supa→0
P
∃n > T k←(1/a) : Sn > ag[0,n) = 0.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 allow us to obtain some heavy traffic approximations which parallel
some tail approximations obtained by Braverman et al. [4] in the context of Le´vy processes.
The first assertion of our first corollary asserts that for a heavy traffic approximation to the
overall supremum of the process to make sense we should have αγ > 1. It also implies that the
conclusion of Theorem 1.2 cannot hold if αγ < 1, or, more generally, if lim supt→∞ k(t) <∞.
Corollary 1.3. Assume that (1.1)–(1.3) hold. If q vanishes, assume furthermore that (1.4) holds.
(i) If lim supt→∞ k(t) <∞, in particular if αγ < 1, then for any positive a,
sup
n>0
(Sn − ag[0,n)) = +∞
almost surely.
(ii) If αγ > 1, the distribution of
sup
n>0
(Sn − ag[0,n))
F←∗

1− 1k←(1/a)

converges to that of sup i>1
j>0
(g j xi − tγi ). The latter random variable is almost surely finite.
Note that Corollary 1.3 leaves open the boundary case where αγ = 1 and limt→∞ k(t) =
+∞. It is conceivable that the conclusion of (ii) remains, but we do not know how to prove it.
Corollary 1.3 also leaves open the seemingly less interesting situation where k oscillates in such
a way that lim inft→∞ k(t) = 0 and lim supt→∞ k(t) = +∞.
Our next result concerns the last crossing of the boundary ag[0,n),
τa = sup{n : Sn > ag[0,n)},
with sup∅ = 0 say. It asserts that properly normalized, its distribution converges to a Fre´chet
one. We will use the notation
g∨ = max
i>0
gi and g∧ = inf
i>0
gi .
Note that in the definition of g∧ the infimum is a minimum if and only if at least one gi is
nonpositive and that g∧ is always nonpositive under (1.1).
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Corollary 1.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1.3(ii), for any nonnegative y,
lim
a→0 P

τa
k←(1/a)
6 y

= exp

− pg
α∨ + q|g∧|α
αγ − 1
1
yαγ−1

.
The next two corollaries show that our technique fails to deliver a useful result on the time
spent over the boundary,

n>0 1{Sn > ag[0,n)} as a tends to 0, but succeeds in quantifying how
far the process is from the boundary in average. In order to clarify that assertion and state some
formal results, we write G for the counting measure associated to the sequence (gn), that is,
G =

n>0
δgn .
Corollary 1.5. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1.3(ii), for any positive θ , the distribution
of 
n>θk←(1/a)
1{Sn > ag[0,n)}
converges to that of

ti>θ G[t
γ
i /xi ,∞) as a tends to 0.
The limiting distribution is nondegenerate. However, it degenerates to a point mass at infinity
when θ tends to 0 because for any positive u < v, there are almost surely infinitely many points
(ti , xi ) such that t
γ
i /xi belongs to (u, v). In particular this shows that
lim
a→0

n>1
1{Sn > ag[0,n)} = +∞
in probability, and even almost surely since 1{Sn > ag[0,n)} is monotone in a for any n larger
than some deterministic n0 under (1.1). However, given Corollary 1.5,
n>1
1{Sn > ag[0,n)} = o

k←(1/a)

(1.5)
in probability as a tends to 0; indeed, for any positive θ ,
n6θk←(1/a)
1{Sn > ag[0,n)} 6 θk←(1/a)
and Corollary 1.5 implies that
n>θk←(1/a)
1{Sn > ag[0,n)} = O(1) = o

k←(1/a)

in probability as a tends to 0; since θ is arbitrary, this implies (1.5). Thus, in order to study the
overall time spent over the boundary,

n>0 1{Sn > ag[0,n)}, Corollary 1.5 informs us that it is
enough to look at the process Sn over a time of order o(k←(1/a)) and that we have some idea on
an upper bound on how fast this time grows as a tends to 0.
While Corollary 1.5 gives only a partial information on the time spent over the boundary
(ag[0,n)), our next result informs us on how far the process is from this boundary in some average
measure, paralleling a similar result of [4] in the context of Le´vy processes.
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Corollary 1.6. Let ρ be a positive real number. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1.3(ii), the
distribution of
1
F←∗

1− 1k←(1/a)
ρ 
n>0
(Sn − ag[0,n))ρ+
converges to that of

i, j (g j xi − tγi )ρ+ as a tends to 0.
Given Corollary 1.6, the question arises as to when the limiting distribution is nondegenerate,
and this is settled in the next result. For this purpose, given a positive ρ, we define the function
hρ(t) =

i>0

gi − g∨t
ρ
+
.
This function is continuous, increasing on [1,∞) and vanishes on [0, 1]; under (1.1), it is
bounded if and only if (|gi |ρ) is summable. Furthermore, let
ρ0 = αγ − 1
αγ (1− γ ) .
Proposition 1.7. The random variable

i, j (g j xi − tγi )ρ+ is finite with probability 0 or 1. It is
almost surely finite if and only if αγ > 1 and either
(i) ρ > ρ0, or
(ii) ρ = ρ0 and hρ0(t) = o(t1/αγ (γ−1)) as t tends to infinity and
∞ hρ0 (y)α(1−γ )
y1+1/γ dy <∞.
Note that if ρ is less than ρ0, Proposition 1.7 implies that the limit involved in Corollary 1.6
is infinite, meaning that the normalization 1/F←∗

1− 1/k←(1/a)ρ is too large. If γ < 1/2, the
condition αγ > 1 cannot be fulfilled since α is less than 2. In those cases, as in all those left
open by Proposition 1.7, we do not know what the proper normalization is.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
For any positive integer i , set
cn,i = g[0,i)
 F←(1−1/n)
F←(1/n)
x dF(x).
Since F is centered, F←(1−1/n)
F←(1/n)
x dF(x) = OF←∗ (1− 1/n)/n
as n tends to infinity. Thus, since γ is less than 1, for any positive M ,
lim
n→∞ max16i6Mn
cn,i/F
←∗ (1− 1/n) = 0. (2.1)
Consider the random measure
Nn =

i>1
δ(i/n,Si /F←∗ (1−1/n))
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in the space of all measures on (0,∞) × R0 endowed with the topology of vague convergence.
Theorem 5.2 in [1] asserts that the distribution of the random measure
i>1
δ(i/n,(Si−cn,i )/F←∗ (1−1/n))
converges weakly∗ to that of N = i>1 j>0 δ(ti ,g j xi ). Since (2.1) holds, this implies that the
distribution of Nn converges to that of N as well.
Theorem 1.1 follows from the convergence in distribution of the random measure Nk←(1/a) to
N , the definition of k, and the continuity of the map
µ →

δ(u,x/u) dµ(u, x)
onM(0,∞)× R0. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Define Λ = Λ(1/a) by
Λ(1/a) = k←(1/a).
Using the same arguments given just prior to (3.6) in [2], it suffices to prove that
lim
T→∞ limΛ→∞
P
∃n > Λ : Sn > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) = 0. (3.1)
The proof of (3.1) is structured in mostly three steps, and a fourth one to handle the part of the
proof dealing with the lower tail of the distribution.
Step 1. Let (an) and (bn) be two sequences diverging respectively to −∞ and +∞. We assume
that
lim
n→∞ bn/(−an) is positive or infinite.
We set
σ 2n = Var

X11[an ,bn ](X1)

and, for any positive integer i at most n,
Zi,n = X i1[an ,bn ](X i )− EX i1[an ,bn ](X i )
σn
.
Up to centering, the part of Sn made by the ‘middle’ innovations is
Mn = σn

06i<n
gi Zn−i,n .
As in [2], we construct (bn) as follows. Let (m˜n) be a regularly varying sequence of index β.
Set b˜n = F←(1 − m˜n/n). We then define mn = nF(b˜n) and set bn = F←(1 − mn/n). This
construction ensures that the sequence (mn) is regularly varying with index β and 1−mn/n is in
the range of F , so that the inequality F←(1− u) > bn is equivalent to u < mn/n. The sequence
(an) is constructed in an analogous way, switching the tails.
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Proposition 3.1. For any positive β less than 1 and any positive T ,
lim
Λ→∞
P
∃n > Λ : Mn > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) = 0.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1.1 in [2],
σn ∼ cF←(1− mn/n)

mn/n
as n tends to infinity. Moreover, for any even positive integer r such that
 |gi |r converges, there
exists a positive constant cr such thatE Mnσn√n
r  6 crn .
Markov’s inequality yields
P

Mn > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

6

σn
√
nk(Λ)
T g[0,n)
r cr
n
∼ c
T r
k(Λ)r

F←(1− mn/n)√mn
g[0,n)
r 1
n
.
This asymptotic equivalent is of the form k(Λ)r times a function of n which is regularly varying
of index
r

1− β
α
+ β
2
− γ

− 1 = r

1
α
− γ + β

1
2
− 1
α

− 1.
This index is less than−1. Therefore, by Bonferroni’s inequality, a comparison between sum and
integral, and Karamata’s theorem,
P
∃n > Λ : Mn > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) 6 cT r k(Λ)r

F←(1− mΛ/Λ)√mΛ
g[0,Λ)
r
.
This bound is regularly varying in Λ of negative index rβ

(1/2) − (1/α) and tends to 0 as Λ
tends to infinity. 
Step 2. We consider the part of Sn made by the extreme innovations,
T+n =

06i<n
gi Xn−i1(bn ,∞)(Xn−i ).
The purpose of this step is to show that in our problem we can ignore the contribution of T+n
in the range of n exceeding Λ1+ϵ . The following lemma will be instrumental; it is stronger than
what we need in this step, but this strength will turn out to be useful in the next step.
Lemma 3.2. If β < (1 − γ )/(1 − 1/α) then whenever T is large enough, n is at least Λ and Λ
is large enough, ET+n 6 T g[0,n)/k(Λ).
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.2 in [2] implies
ET+n ∼ g[0,n)
α
α − 1m
1−1/α
n
F←(1− 1/n)
n
.
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Substituting T by a multiple of it, it suffices to prove that for any n large enough
g[0,n)
n
m1−1/αn < T
k(n)
k(Λ)
.
Since k is regularly varying of positive index, it suffices to show that for any n large enough
g[0,n)
n
m1−1/αn < T .
This holds because the left hand side is regularly varying of index
γ − 1+ β(1− 1/α)
which is negative. 
The main result of this step 2 is the following.
Proposition 3.3. Let ϵ be a positive real number. If
β <
1
2γ

γ − 1
α

ϵ
1+ ϵ ,
then
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n > Λ1+ϵ : |T+n − ET+n | > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

= 0.
Proof. Let (Ui )i>1 be a sequence of independent random variables uniform over [0, 1]. Let Un
be the empirical distribution function of (Ui )16i6n . We write (Ui,n) for the order statistics of
(Ui )16i6n . Without any loss of generality, we assume that X i = F←(1−Ui ), so that
T+n =

06i<n
gi F
←(1−Un−i )1{Un−i < mn/n}.
Since the uniform distribution is continuous, we have with probability 1 that for every n,
T+n =

06i<n
gi F
←(1−Un−i )1{Un−i 6 mn/n}. (3.2)
Thus, for any n large enough,
T+n 6 cF←(1−U1,n)g[0,nUn(mn/n)).
We write Id for the identity function either on [0, 1] or (0,∞) according to the context. Let
(ξn)n>1 be a slowly varying nondecreasing sequence such that

n>1 1/(nξn) converges. From
Kiefer’s [9] Theorem 1 we deduce that U1,n > 1/(nξn) almost surely for n large enough, while
Shorack and Wellner’s [12] Theorem 2 implies Un 6 ξnId almost surely for n large enough.
Then, using Potter’s bound for F←(1 − 1/Id), using that (g[0,n)) is regularly varying and that
γ > 1/α, we obtain
T+n 6 cF←(1− 1/n)ξ2γn g[0,mn).
Therefore, the inequality T+n > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) implies, almost surely for n large enough,
k(Λ) > cT
k(n)
g[0,mn)ξ
2γ
n
. (3.3)
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In this inequality, the right hand side is regularly varying of index γ − (1/α) − βγ , which is
positive provided β <

γ − (1/α)/γ . In this range of β and in the range of n at least Λ1+ϵ ,
the right hand side of (3.3) is at least a constant times its value at Λ1+ϵ . This lower bound, as a
function of Λ, is regularly varying and for (3.3) to hold we must have, comparing the index of
regular variation,
γ − 1
α
> (1+ ϵ)

γ − 1
α
− βγ

.
This does not hold under the assumption of the lemma, and therefore (3.3) does not occur. So
T+n 6 T g[0,n)/k(Λ) almost surely in the range n > Λ1+ϵ and for Λ large enough.
Lemma 3.2 implies that
ET+n 6 T g[0,n)/k(Λ),
whenever n exceeds Λ1+ϵ and Λ is large enough. This proves the proposition. 
Step 3. Given Lemma 3.2, our goal is now to show that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : T+n > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

= 0. (3.4)
For this, we approximate T+n by a simpler quantity.
It is convenient to write N for Λ1+ϵ . Let (Ui )i>1 be a sequence of independent random
variables uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Let τ be the random permutation of {1, 2, . . . , N } such
that Uτ(i) = Ui,N . Without any loss of generality we can assume that X i = F←(1 − Ui ). For n
in (Λ,Λ1+ϵ), we then have, almost surely as (3.2),
T+n =

16i6n
gn−i X i1{X i > bn}
=

16i6N
gn−τ(i)F←(1−Ui,N )1{Ui,N 6 mn/n}1{τ(i) 6 n}.
Let (Vi )i>1 be a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0, 1],
independent of (Ui ). Let G N be the empirical distribution function of (Vi )16i6N . Without any
loss of generality we can assume that τ(i) = N G N (Vi ). Then, setting
R1,n,N =

i : Ui,N 6 mnn ;G N (Vi ) 6
n
N

,
we have
T+n =

i∈R1,n,N
gn−N G N (Vi )F←(1−Ui,N ).
Let i∗ = i∗n,N be in R1,n,N such that n − N G N (Vi ) is minimum when i is i∗. Such i∗ exists
and is well defined becauseR1,n,N is finite and for i inR1,n,N the differences n− N G N (Vi ) are
nonnegative and assume, almost surely, different values for different i . Set
T+1,n,N = gn−N G N (Vi∗ )F←(1−Ui∗,N ).
Our next lemma shows that we can approximate T+n by T+1,n,N in order to prove (3.4).
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Lemma 3.4. For any ϵ and β small enough, for any positive T ,
lim
Λ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : |T+n − T+1,n,N | > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

= 0.
Proof. Writing ♯R1,n,N for the cardinality ofR1,n,N , we have
|T+n − T+1,n,N | =

i∈R1,n,N \{i∗}
gn−N G N (Vi )F←(1−Ui,N )
6 ♯R1,n,N max
i∈R1,n,N \{i∗}
gn−N G N (Vi ) max
i∈R1,n,N
F←(1−Ui,N ). (3.5)
Let η be a positive real number less than 1. As in [2], let (Wi ) be a random walk whose
increments are standard exponential random variables, and write Ui,N as Wi/WN+1. Lemma
3.4.3 in [2] shows that
max
Λ6n6N
♯R1,n,N = OP (m N log N )
as Λ tends to infinity.
Robbins [11] proved that provided c is small enough, the set
Ω = {Ui,N > ci/N : 1 6 i 6 N }
has probability at least 1 − η. An integer i in R1,n,N is such that Ui,N 6 mn/n, and on Ω we
obtain i 6 cmn N/n. So, if i is inR1,n,N \ {i∗} and Ω occurs,
|Vi∗ − Vi | > min
26 j6cmn N/n
V j,⌊cmn N/n⌋ − V j−1,⌊cmn N/n⌋. (3.6)
Devroye’s [5] Theorem 3.1 implies that the right hand side of (3.6) is almost surely at least
n2/cm2n N
2 log N whenever Λ is large enough. For n at least Λ, using that n/mn is asymptotically
equivalent to a nondecreasing function and hence at least Λ/mΛ, the right hand side of (3.6) is
at least cΛ−2(β+ϵ)/ logΛ, and, if β and ϵ are small enough, dominates 1/
√
N asymptotically.
Since G N = Id+ OP

1/
√
N

by Donsker’s [6] invariance principle,
min
i∈R1,n,N \{i∗}
N |G N (Vi )− G N (Vi∗)| & cn
2
m2n N log N
for all n in (Λ, N ), with probability at least 1−η. Thus, writing n−N G N (Vi ) as n−N G N (Vi∗)+
N

G N (Vi∗)− G N (Vi )

, it follows that
max
i∈R1,n,N \{i∗}
gn−N G N (Vi ) . cgn2/(m2n N log N ) 6 cgΛ2/m2ΛN log N .
Since P

U1,N > c/N

> 1− η if c is small enough and N is large enough,
F←(1−U1,N ) 6 cF←(1− 1/N )
with probability at least 1− η. Using Potter’s bound, this is at most cF←(1− 1/n)(N/n)(1/α)+η
whenever N is large enough.
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Thus, with probability at least 1− η, (3.5) is at most
cm N (log N )g Λ2
m2ΛN log N

N
n
(1/α)+η
F←(1− 1/n).
For this bound to exceed T g[0,n)/k(Λ) we must have, as Λ tends to infinity,
cm N (log N )g Λ2
m2ΛN log N

N
Λ
(1/α)+η
> T k(n)
k(Λ)
& T . (3.7)
The left hand side is a regularly varying of Λ, of index
β(1+ ϵ)+ (1− 2β − ϵ)(γ − 1)+ ϵ

1
α
+ η

= γ − 1+ O(β)+ O(ϵ).
This index is negative if β and ϵ are small enough, and (3.7) cannot hold. This proves the
lemma. 
Note that by construction T+1,n,N is an approximation of the sum

06i<n gi Xn−i1{Xn−i >
bn} by a single one of its summands. Since each summand is at most maxi |gi |Xn,n , we see that
in order to show that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : T+1,n,N > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

= 0, (3.8)
it suffices to prove that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : Xn,n > T g[0,n)/k(Λ)

= 0.
Writing Xn,n = F←(1−U1,n), this amounts to proving that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : U1,n 6 F

T
k(n)
k(Λ)
F←(1− 1/n)

= 0. (3.9)
Let (Vi ) be a new sequence of independent random variables having a uniform distribution
over [0, 1]. Write (Vi,n)16i6n for the order statistics of (Vi )16i6n . Setting V1,0 = 1, we have
(U1,n)n>Λ
d=(U1,Λ∧V1,n−Λ)n>Λ. Applying Bonferroni’s inequality, we see that for (3.9) to hold
it suffices to have
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (Λ,Λ1+ϵ) : U1,Λ 6 F

T
k(n)
k(Λ)
F←(1− 1/n)

= 0 (3.10)
and, replacing n by Λ+ n, and setting
vn = F

T
k(Λ+ n)
k(Λ)
F←

1− 1
Λ+ n

to also have
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P

∃n ∈ (0,Λ1+ϵ) : V1,n 6 vn

= 0. (3.11)
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The right hand side of the inequality involved in (3.10) is equivalent to a function decreasing in
n. So in the range of n between Λ and Λ1+ϵ it is at most a constant times
T−αF

F←

1− 1
Λ

∼ T
−α
Λ
.
Since the distribution of ΛU1,Λ converges to a standard exponential one, (3.10) holds.
To prove that (3.11) holds, we use a blocking argument. Consider a real number θ greater than
1/(αγ − 1) and for any integer i set ni = ⌊Λiθ⌋. Potter’s bound implies as Λ tends to infinity
and uniformly in positive i
vni . T−αF

(1+ iθ )γ−(1/α)−ηF←

1− 1
Λ(1+ iθ )

. T−αF

(1+ iθ )γ−2ηF←

1− 1
Λ

. T−α(1+ iθ )−α(γ−3η) 1
Λ
.
Therefore, for any Λ large enough and any positive i ,
P

V1,ni 6 vni

6 P

V1,ni 6 cT−α(1+ i)−θα(γ−3η)
1
Λ

6 1−

1− cT−α(1+ i)−θα(γ−3η) 1
Λ
⌊Λiθ ⌋
. (3.12)
Note that (1 + i)−θα(γ−3η)/Λ tends to 0 as Λ tends to infinity, uniformly in nonnegative i . So
(3.12) is at most
cΛiθT−α(1+ i)−θα(γ−3η) 1
Λ
. cT−αiθ(1−αγ+3αη).
Given our choice of θ , we see that if η is small enough, the exponent of i is less than −1. Thus,
Bonferroni’s inequality implies
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P
∃i > 1 : V1,ni 6 vni  = 0.
If n is between ni−1 and ni , then V1,n > V1,ni and since vni /vni−1 is bounded away from 0 and
infinity uniformly in i as Λ tends to infinity, we proved (3.11) and (3.9) as well as (3.8).
Combining (3.8) and Lemma 3.4 gives (3.4).
Step 4. Let T−n =

06i<n gi Xn−i1(−∞,an)(Xn−i ). Note that
Sn − T−n − E(Sn − T−n ) = Mn + T+n − ET+n .
Combining Proposition 3.1, (3.4), and Lemma 3.2 to handle T+n − ET+n in Λ 6 n 6 Λ1+ϵ ,
Proposition 3.3 to handle T+n − ET+n in the range n > Λ1+ϵ , we see that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P
∃n > Λ : Sn − T−n − E(Sn − T−n ) > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) = 0.
Hence, in order to prove (3.1), it suffices to show that
lim
T→∞ lim supΛ→∞
P
∃n > Λ : |T−n − ET−n | > T g[0,n)/k(Λ) = 0.
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This follows by the very same arguments as in Section 3.5 of [2], substituting M−1 F for F in
steps 2 and 3 if q does not vanish, and using a coupling argument when q vanishes.
4. Proof of the corollaries
In this section we prove Corollaries 1.3–1.5. As for proving Theorem 1.1, we consider Λ
depending on a through the relation k(Λ) ∼ 1/a.
4.1. Proof of Corollary 1.3
Before proving both assertions, we need to make some preliminary remarks. Let T be a
positive real number. We obtain
Si − ag[0,i)
F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
=
Si − ag[0,Λ) g[0,i)g[0,Λ)
F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
= Si
F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
− g[0,i)
g[0,Λ)

1+ o(1)
where the o(1) term is uniform in i between 0 and ΛT and as a tends to 0.
Let ϵ be a positive real number. Let Nn and N be the point processes defined in the proof
of Theorem 1.1. By the Skorokhod–Dudley–Wichura representation theorem, we can construct
a version of N and, for each n, a version of Nn such that this version of Nn converges almost
surely to N as point measures on [0, T ] × R0. We consider these versions even though we use
the same notation as the original processes. For these versions,
sup
i>0
Si1{Si/F←∗ (1− 1/Λ) > ϵ} − ag[0,i)
F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
1{0 6 i 6 ΛT } (4.1.1)
converges almost surely to
sup
i>1
sup
j>0
(g j xi1{g j xi > ϵ} − tγi )1{0 6 ti 6 T }
as a tends to 0. Since ϵ is arbitrary and
sup
06i6ΛT
(Si − ag[0,i))/F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
is within ϵ of (4.1.1), this implies
lim
a→0 sup06i6ΛT
Si − ag[0,i)
F←∗ (1− 1/Λ)
= sup
i>1
sup
j>0
(g j xi − tγi )1{0 6 ti 6 T }. (4.1.2)
With these preliminaries, we can prove both assertions of Corollary 1.3. Note that the event
{maxn Sn − ag[0,n) = +∞} is in the tail σ -field associated with the sequence (X i )i>1; hence
Kolmogorov’s 0–1 law ensures that it has probability 0 or 1.
Proof of assertion(i). If x is a real number, we write x+ for x ∨ 0 and g∨ for maxi>0 gi . For any
nonnegative integer r , define
Mr = g∨ max
i :r6ti<r+1
(xi )+.
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Note that maxi :r6ti<r+1 sup j>0(g j xi )+ > Mr . Let r0 and T be some positive integers with
r0 < T . We have
max
06i<nT
(Si )+/g[0,i) = max
06r<T
max
nr6i<n(r+1)
(Si )+
F←∗ (1− 1/n)
F←∗ (1− 1/n)
F←∗ (1− 1/ i)
1
k(i)
.
Since our version of Nn converges almost surely to N , and k(·) is ultimately bounded, we obtain
max
06i<nT
(Si )+/g[0,i) > c max
r06r<T

Mr + o(1)
 1
2(r + 1)1/α
almost surely as n tends to infinity provided r0 is chosen large enough. It then suffices to show
that
lim
T→∞ max16r6T
Mr/r
1/α = +∞
in probability. Since γ is less than 1, the sequence (g j ) j>0 has a largest term, g∨, which
is positive under (1.1). Let (ωi )i>1 be a sequence of independent random variables having
an exponential distribution with mean 1. The discussion following Lemma 6.1 in [1], or the
calculation between (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) in this paper, show that (Mr )r>1 has the same distribution
as (p1/αg∨ω−1/αr )r>1. Thus, it suffices to show that infr>1 rωr = 0 in probability. This follows
from the equality
P

min
16r6T
rωr > ϵ

=

16r6T
e−ϵ/r
and the divergence of the series

r>1 1/r .
Proof of assertion (ii). Given our preliminary remarks, and in particular (4.1.2), it follows from
Theorem 1.2.
It remains to show that the limiting random variable involved in Corollary 1.3(ii) is almost
surely finite. We write ν− and ν+ for the restriction of ν to (−∞, 0) and (0,∞) respectively.
Let Π− and Π+ be two independent Poisson processes with respective mean measures λ ⊗ ν−
and λ ⊗ ν+. For a point process Π = i>1 δ(ti ,xi ) write Π g for sup i>1
j>0
g j xi − tγi . Since Π−
and Π+ are independent, Π− + Π+ is a Poisson process with mean intensity λ ⊗ ν. Since
(Π− + Π+)g = Π g+ ∨ Π g−, it suffices to show that Π g+ is finite. Write Π+ =

i>1 δ(ti ,xi,+).
Since (g j ) is bounded,
Π g+ 6 sup
i>1
(cxi,+ − tγi ) (4.1.3)
whenever c is at least g∨. So it suffices to show that the upper bound in (4.1.3) is almost surely
finite.
Since Π+ is a Poisson process, the random variables
Mr = sup
i :ti∈[r,r+1)
cxi,+ − rγ , r ∈ N,
are independent. Moreover,
sup
i>1
(cxi,+ − tγi ) 6 sup
r>0
Mr .
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Recall that Π+ has intensity λ⊗ ν+. Since
P {Mr > x} = P

∃i : (ti , xi,+) ∈ [r, r + 1)×

x + rγ
c
,∞

= P

Π+

[r, r + 1)×

x + rγ
c
,∞

> 1

= 1− exp

−p

x + rγ
c
−α
,
we have
P

sup
r>1
Mr > x

6

r>0

1− exp

−p

c
x + rγ
α
. (4.1.4)
This series is convergent since its r -th term is equivalent to c/rαγ as r tends to infinity and
αγ is greater than 1. Bounding c/(x + rγ ) by c/(1 + rγ ) when x exceeds 1, the dominated
convergence theorem implies that (4.1.4) tends to 0 as x tends to infinity, concluding the proof
of Corollary 1.3. 
4.2. Proof of Corollary 1.4
Let y be a positive real number and let T be a real number greater than y. Note the equality
of events
{τa > k←(1/a)y}
= {∃i > Λy : Si > ag[0,i)}
=

♯

i : Λy 6 i < ΛT ; Si
ag[0,i)
> 1

> 0

{∃i > ΛT : Si > ag[0,i)}.
Then, combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we obtain that
lim
a→0 P
{τa > k←(1/a)y} = P

i, j
1{ti > y; g j xi/tγi > 1} > 0

= 1− P

i, j
1{ti > y, g j xi/tγi > 1} = 0

.
We split the summation over i, j into two, by distinguishing the j for which g j is positive and
those for which g j is negative. The first sum, in which g j xi/t
γ
i exceeds 1, involves the xi which
are positive, while the second one those that are negative. Those two sums are independent since
the (ti , xi ) form a Poisson process. Furthermore,
i, j :g j>0
1{ti > y, g j xi > tγi } = 0
if and only if
i
1{ti > y, g∨xi > tγi } = 0,
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and similarly for the summation over g j negative. We then obtain
P

i, j
1{ti > y, g j xi > tγi } = 0

= P Π {(t, x) : t > y, g∨x > tγ } ∪ {ti > y, g∧x > tγ } = 0 .
Since Π is a Poisson process, this last probability is
exp
−EΠ {(t, x) : t > y, g∨x > tγ } ∪ {t > y, g∧x > tγ } .
We then have,
EΠ {(t, x) : t > y, g∨x > tγ } =

1{t > y, g∨x > tγ }pα dx
xα+1
dt
= pg
α∨
αγ − 1 y
1−αγ ,
and a similar equality when we substitute g∧ for g∨. This proves Corollary 1.4. 
4.3. Proof of Corollary 1.5
We rewrite the sum involved in the corollary as
n>0
1

n
k←(1/a)
> θ; Sn
ag[0,n)
> 1

.
This sum is an integral with respect to the point process involved in Theorem 1.1 and we apply
the continuous mapping theorem with the help of Theorem 1.2. Then, note that in
i, j
1{ti > θ : g j xi > tγi }
we can sum over j first, obtaining the expression given in Corollary 1.5. 
4.4. Proof of Corollary 1.6
Let T denote a positive real number. In the sum

n>0(Sn − ag[0,n))ρ+, we consider first the n
exceeding ΛT . Theorem 1.2 implies that
lim
T→∞ lim supa→0
P
 
n>ΛT
(Sn − ag[0,n))ρ+ = 0

= 1.
Since ag[0,Λ)/F←∗ (1− 1/Λ) ∼ 1 as a tends to 0,
F←∗

1− 1
Λ
p 
06n<ΛT
(Sn − ag[0,n))ρ+
=
 
x − g[0,Λu)
g[0,Λ)

1+ o(1)ρ
+
1[0,T )(u) dNΛ(u, x).
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Since Nn converges in distribution to N with respect to the vague topology and g[0,n) is regularly
varying of positive index, Potter’s bounds and the dominated convergence theorem imply that the
above integral converges to
(x − uγ )ρ+1[0,T ](u) dN (u, x).
After taking limit in T , this proves the convergence in Corollary 1.6. 
4.5. Proof of Proposition 1.7
Throughout this subsection, we set
S =

i, j
(g j xi − tγi )ρ+.
The proof of Proposition 1.7 is rather involved and requires several lemmas. Our first one settles
the simple situation where αγ 6 1.
Lemma 4.5.1. If αγ 6 1, then S = +∞ almost surely.
Proof. Let
Y = ♯{i : g∨xi − tγi > 1}.
Clearly, S > Y . The random variable Y has a Poisson distribution with mean
p

1

x >
1+ tγ
g∨

α
dx
xα+1
dt = p
 ∞
0

g∨
1+ tγ
α
dt.
The integral diverges if and only if αγ 6 1, which is equivalent to Y = +∞ almost surely. 
Given Lemma 4.5.1, we concentrate now on the case where αγ > 1. We will need some
preliminary results. The following one will be instrumental, and it is not sharp on purpose.
Lemma 4.5.2. Assume that αγ > 1. If
 |g j |ρ is finite, then ρ > (αγ − 1)/γ .
Proof. (gρj ) is a regularly varying sequence of index ρ(γ − 1). For
 |g j |ρ to be finite, we must
have ρ(γ−1) 6 −1, that is ρ > 1/(1−γ ). Thus, it suffices to show that 1/(1−γ ) > (αγ−1)/γ ,
that is, γ > (αγ − 1)(1− γ ). Since α is at most 2,
(αγ − 1)(1− γ ) < (2γ − 1)(1− γ ) = γ + 2γ (1− γ )− 1.
The result follows since 2γ (1− γ ) 6 1. 
Our next lemma shows that we can concentrate on the part of S where ti < 1, which will
allow us to use a representation of the point process involved.
Lemma 4.5.3. Assume that αγ > 1. The random variable S is finite almost surely if and only if
i, j (g j xi − tγi )ρ+1{ti < 1} is.
Proof. It suffices to show that
i, j
(g j xi − tγi )ρ+1{ti > 1} <∞
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almost surely. A sufficient condition is that
♯{i : g∨xi − tγi > 0; ti > 1} + ♯{i : g∧xi − tγi > 0; ti > 1} <∞
almost surely. This cardinality has a Poisson distribution with finite mean since for any positive c,
1{cx − tγ > 0; t > 1}α dx
xα+1
dt =
 ∞
1
 c
tγ
α
dt
is finite when αγ > 1. 
Let (θi )i>1 be a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables with
P {θi = 1} = i−1/αγ .
Let (Vi )i>1 be a sequence of independent random variables, all being uniformly distributed over
[0, 1], independent of (θi ).
Lemma 4.5.4. Assume that αγ > 1. Then, S is finite (resp. infinite) almost surely if and only if
i>1 i
−ρ/αhρ(1/V γi )θi is almost surely finite (resp. infinite).
Proof. By considering separately the positive and negative xi , we can assume without loss of
generality that p is 1. Let (Ui ) be a sequence of independent random variables, all uniformly
distributed on [0, 1]. Let also (ωi ) be a sequence of independent random variables, all having an
exponential distribution with mean 1. Furthermore, those sequences are such that (θi ), (Vi ), (Ui )
and (ωi ) are independent. Let Wi = ω1 + · · · + ωi . The random measure i>1 δ(W−1/αi ,Ui ) is a
Poisson process on [0,∞)× [0, 1] with intensity ν × λ (recall that we assume that p is 1). It has
the same distribution as
i>1
δ(xi ,ti )1{xi > 0; ti < 1}.
Thus, given Lemma 4.5.3, S is finite if and only if
i, j
(g j W
−1/α
i −Uγi )ρ+
is finite almost surely. This latter sum is
i, j
(g j W
−1/α
i −Uγi )ρ+1{Ui < g1/γ∨ W−1/αγi }.
Let θ˜i = 1{Ui < g1/γ∨ W−1/αγi } and let I = {i : θ˜i = 1}. Recall that for any c in [0, 1] the
distribution of Ui given Ui < c is that of cVi . Thus, the conditional distribution of (Ui )i∈I given
(Wi ) and I is that of

Vi (g
1/γ
∨ W
−1/αγ
i ∧ 1)

i∈I . Thus S has the same distribution as
i, j

g j W
−1/α
i − V γi (g∨W−1/αi ∧ 1)
ρ
+θ˜i .
The strong law of large numbers ensures that Wi ∼ i almost surely as i tends to infinity. Thus,
there are only a finite number of positive integers i such that g∨W−1/αi > 1. This implies that S
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is almost surely finite if and only if so is
i, j
(g j W
−1/α
i − V γi g∨W−1/αi )ρ+θ˜i =

i, j
W−ρ/αi (g j − V γi g∨)ρ+θ˜i
=

i
W−ρ/αi hρ(V
−γ
i )θ˜i . (4.5.1)
Set
S(c) =

i
i−ρ/αhρ(V−γi )1{Ui < cg1/γ∨ i−1/αγ }.
Since Wi ∼ i almost surely as i tends to infinity, (4.5.1) is almost surely finite if S(2) is;
moreover, if S(1/2) is infinite, so is (4.5.1). Thus, the following claim shows that for S to be
finite, it is necessary and sufficient that S(c) is finite for some c.
Claim. S(c) is finite (resp. infinite) almost surely for all positive c if and only if it is finite
(resp. infinite) for some positive c.
Proof of the claim. Note that S(c) is nondecreasing in c. Hence, if it is finite for some c0 it is
finite for any c at most c0. It is then sufficient to prove that if S(c) is finite, so is S(2c). But
0 6 S(2c)− S(c) =

i
i−ρ/αhρ(V−γi )1

cg1/γ∨
i1/αγ
< Ui < 2
cg1/γ∨
i1/αγ

.
For i large enough so that 2cg1/γ∨ / i1/αγ < 1, the interval
(cg1/γ∨ / i1/αγ )[1, 2]
 ∩ [0, 1]
has length cg1/γ∨ / i1/αγ . In this case,
1

cg1/γ∨
i1/αγ
< Ui < 2
cg1/γ∨
i1/αγ

has the same distribution as
1{Ui < cg1/γ∨ i−1/αγ }.
Thus, there exists a random variable S˜(c) which has the same distribution as S(c) and an almost
surely finite random variable Ω such that
S(2c)− S(c) 6 Ω + S˜(c).
It follows that if S(c) is finite, then so is S(2c). This proves our claim. 
Given our claim and the discussion which preceded it, the finiteness of (4.5.1) is equivalent to
that of
S(g−1/γ∨ ) =

i, j
i−p/αhρ(V−γi )1{Ui < i−1/αγ }.
This proves the lemma since (1{Ui < i−1/αγ }) has the same distribution as (θi ). 
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Our next step is to use the three series theorem (see e.g. [7, Section IX.9, Theorem 2]). It will
be useful to have its statement reproduced here when the summands are nonnegative random
variables. So, let (Yi ) be a sequence of nonnegative independent random variables. The three
series theorem asserts that for the sequence

i Yi to converge almost surely, it is necessary and
sufficient that for any positive s,
i
P {Yi > s} <∞, (4.5.2)
i
EYi1{Yi < s} <∞, (4.5.3)
and

i
Var(Yi1{Yi < s}) <∞. (4.5.4)
In our situation, we set
Yi = i−ρ/αhρ(V−γi )θi .
We will consider these specific Yi when we refer to (4.5.2)–(4.5.4). Our next lemma translates
(4.5.2).
Lemma 4.5.5. (i) If

i |gi |ρ <∞ then (4.5.2) holds.
(ii) If

i |gi |ρ = ∞ then (4.5.2) is equivalent to ∞ dh(αγ−1)/γρρ (y)
y1/γ
<∞.
Proof. (i) Note that hρ is at most

i |gi |ρ . Thus, if this series converges, Yi 6 |hρ |∞i−ρ/α is
less than any positive fixed s whenever i is large enough. This implies (4.5.2).
(ii) Consider an integer i large enough so that h←ρ (siρ/α) > 1. We have
P {Yi > s} = P

θi = 1; hρ(V−γi ) > siρ/α

= i−1/αγ P

Vi < h
←
ρ (si
ρ/α)−1/γ

= i−1/αγ h←ρ (siρ/α)−1/γ .
Thus, (4.5.2) is equivalent to
i
i−1/αγ h←ρ (siρ/α)−1/γ <∞.
Since hρ is monotone, this is equivalent to ∞
x−1/αγ h←ρ (sxρ/α)−1/γ dx <∞. (4.5.5)
The change of variable y = h←ρ (sxρ/α) makes the integral equal to a constant times ∞
hρ(y)
−1/ργ y−1/γ hρ(y)(α/ρ)−1dhρ(y) =
 ∞ dhρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1/γ
. 
Our next lemma translates (4.5.3) and (4.5.4).
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Lemma 4.5.6. (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) hold if and only if ρ > (αγ − 1)/γ and ∞ hρ(w)(αγ−1)/γρ
w−(1/γ )−1 dw <∞.
Proof. Note that
EYi1{Yi < s} = i−ρ/αE

hρ(V
−γ
i )θi1{i−ρ/αhρ(V−γi )θi < s}

.
Since θi and Vi are independent and θi has a Bernoulli distribution with mean i−1/αγ , this
expectation is
i−(ρ/α)−(1/αγ )E

hρ(V
−γ
i )1{hρ(V−γi ) < siρ/α}

.
Thus, since Vi are independent and equidistributed,
i>1
EYi1{Yi < s}
= E
hρ(V−γ1 )
i>1
i−(ρ/α)−(1/αγ )1
i >

hρ(V
−γ
1 )
s
α/ρ
 . (4.5.6)
If (ρ/α) + (1/αγ ) 6 1, that is, ρ 6 (αγ − 1)/γ , the series involved in (4.5.6) diverges and
(4.5.3) does not hold.
Assume now that ρ > (αγ − 1)/γ . The series involved in (4.5.6) is of order
c

hρ(V
−γ
i )
s
 α
ρ

1− ρ
α
− 1
αγ

.
Hence, (4.5.6) converges or diverges according to whether
Ehρ(V
−γ
1 )
1+ α
ρ

1− ρ
α
− 1
αγ

= Ehρ(V−γ1 )(αγ−1)/ργ (4.5.7)
is finite or not. Finiteness of this expectation is equivalent to the convergence of the integral 1
0
hρ(v
−γ )(αγ−1)/γρ dv = 1
γ
 ∞
1
hρ(w)
(αγ−1)/γρw−(1/γ )−1 dw.
Next, we consider condition (4.5.4). Assume that (4.5.3) holds. Then (4.5.4) is equivalent to the
finiteness of
i>1
EY 2i 1{Yi < s} =

i>1
i−(2ρ/α)−(1/αγ )Eh2ρ(V
−γ
i )1
i >

hρ(V
−γ
i )
s
α/ρ .
The convergence of this series is equivalent to the finiteness of
Ehρ(V
−γ
i )
2+ α
ρ

1− 2ρ
α
− 1
αγ

= Ehρ(V−γi )(αγ−1)/γρ,
which is the same condition as (4.5.7). 
The purpose of the next lemma is to summarize what we have proved so far.
Lemma 4.5.7. The random variable S is finite with probability 0 or 1. It is almost surely finite if
and only if all three following conditions hold:
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(i) ρ > αγ−1
γ
> 0;
(ii) limt→∞ hρ (t)tρ/(αγ−1) = 0;
(iii)
∞ hρ (y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y(1/γ )+1 dy <∞.
Proof. Case (|gi |ρ) summable. Assume in this case that i |gi |ρ is finite. Let us first prove
that the conditions are necessary. Lemma 4.5.1 shows that condition αγ > 1 is necessary. Since
(|gi |ρ) is summable, the function hρ is bounded and conditions (ii) and (iii) are true. Lemma 4.5.2
implies that condition (i) is true. Thus those conditions are necessary, regardless whether S is
finite or not.
Since conditions (ii)–(iii) are always true in this case, we need to show that under the
additional condition (i), S is finite. Condition (i) implies that αγ > 1. Then, Lemmas 4.5.5.(i)
and 4.5.6 show that (4.5.2)–(4.5.4) hold. Then Lemma 4.5.4 shows that S is almost surely finite.
Case (|gi |ρ) non-summable. Lemmas 4.5.4–4.5.6 show that S is finite if and only if ∞ dhρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1/γ
<∞ (4.5.8)
and ρ > (αγ − 1)/γ , and ∞
hρ(w)
(αγ−1)/γρw−(1/γ )−1 dw <∞.
Since for any fixed a t
a
dhρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1/γ
= c + hρ(t)
(αγ−1)/γρ
t1/γ
+ 1
γ
 t
a
hρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1+1/γ
dy, (4.5.9)
any two of the following conditions imply the third one: ∞ dhρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1/γ
dy <∞,
 ∞ hρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y(1/γ )+1
dy <∞,
lim
y→∞
hρ(y)(αγ−1)/γρ
y1/γ
= 0.
This implies the result. 
We consider the function
R(t) = ♯{i : gi > g∨/t}.
It vanishes on [0, 1] and is nondecreasing on (1,∞); it diverges to infinity at infinity. Since (gi )
is regularly varying of index γ − 1, a variation on the method used to prove Theorem 1.5.12 in
[3] shows that R is regularly varying of index 1/(1 − γ ). The functions hρ and R are related
through the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.8. hρ(v) = ρg
ρ
∨
vρ
∞
0 R

v
1+y

yρ−1 dy.
Proof. We have
hρ(v) =

i>0
 ∞
0
1{x < gi − (g∨/v)}ρxρ−1 dx .
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Since the functions involved in the summation and integration are nonnegative, Fubini’s theorem
yields
hρ(v) =
 ∞
0

i>0
1{gi > x + (g∨/v)}ρxρ−1 dx
= ρ
 ∞
0
R

g∨v
vx + g∨

xρ−1 dx .
The result follows after the change of variable x = g∨y/v. 
We will use the following lemma which complements Karamata’s theorem for fractional
integrals (see [8, Theorem C]; or [3, Chapter 1, Exercise 10]). Recall that the fractional integral
of a function f is, when it is well defined,
(−η) f (v) =
 v
0
f (x)(v − x)−η dx .
Lemma 4.5.9. Let f be a nonnegative regularly varying function of index −1 defined on the
nonnegative half-line and locally integrable. Then for any nonnegative η less than 1,
(−η) f (v) ∼ v−η
 v
0
f (x) dx
as v tends to infinity. In particular, (−η) f is regularly varying of index −η.
Proof. Since the statement is tautological when η vanishes, we assume in the proof that η is
positive. It follows from Proposition 1.5.9a in [3] that v
0
f (x) dx ≫ v f (v) (4.5.10)
as v tends to infinity. Furthermore, using the uniform convergence theorem [3, Theorem 1.5.2],
we obtain that for any positive ϵ less than 1, v
ϵv
f (x) dx ∼ v f (v)
 1
ϵ
dy
y
as v tends to infinity. Combined with (4.5.10), it implies that for any positive ϵ less than 1, ϵv
0
f (x) dx ∼
 v
0
f (x) dx (4.5.11)
as v tends to infinity.
Let ϵ be a positive number less than 1. Since f is regularly varying and nonnegative, since η
is positive and (4.5.11) holds, ϵv
0
f (x)(v − x)−η dx 6 v−η(1− ϵ)−η
 ϵv
0
f (x) dx
∼ v−η(1− ϵ)−η
 v
0
f (x) dx (4.5.12)
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as v tends to infinity. Similarly, ϵv
0
f (x)(v − x)−η dx > v−η
 ϵv
0
f (x) dx
∼ v−η
 v
0
f (x) dx (4.5.13)
as v tends to infinity.
Next, using the uniform convergence theorem, f (vy) ∼ f (v)/y as v tends to infinity,
uniformly in y in [ ϵ, 1 ], and therefore v
ϵv
f (x)(v − x)−η dx = v1−η
 1
ϵ
f (vy)(1− y)−η dy
∼ v1−η f (v)
 1
ϵ
y−1(1− y)−η dy
as v tends to infinity. Therefore, using (4.5.10), v
ϵv
f (x)(v − x)−η dx = o
 v
0
f (x) dx

(4.5.14)
as v tends to infinity. Combining (4.5.12)–(4.5.14) and using the fact that ϵ is arbitrary, we obtain
the proper asymptotic equivalent for (−η) f . Proposition 1.5.9a in [3] implies that this asymptotic
equivalent is regularly varying of index −η. 
We can now conclude the proof of Proposition 1.7. We will distinguish three cases according
to the position of ρ with respect to 1/(1− γ ).
(i) ρ < 1/(1 − γ ). It follows from Lemma 4.5.8 and standard regular variation theoretic
arguments that if ρ < 1/(1− γ ), then
hρ(v) ∼ pgρ∨ R(v)
vρ
 ∞
0
yρ−1
(1+ y)1/(1−γ ) dy
as v tends to infinity. In particular, hρ is regularly varying of positive index

1/(1 − γ ) − ρ.
Therefore, h(αγ−1)/γρρ is regularly varying of positive index
αγ − 1
γρ

1
1− γ − ρ

.
Positivity of this index and Karamata’s theorem [3, Proposition 1.5.8], imply that condition (ii)
and (iii) of Lemma 4.5.7 hold if
αγ − 1
γρ

1
1− γ − ρ

<
1
γ
,
that is ρ > ρ0, and fail whenever
αγ − 1
ρ

1
1− γ − ρ

>
1
γ
,
that is ρ < ρ0.
If ρ = ρ0, then conditions (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 4.5.7 are equivalent to the limit and integral
conditions in Proposition 1.7(ii).
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(ii) ρ > 1/(1 − γ ) and hρ bounded. In this case, since 1/(1 − γ ) = ρ0αγ/(αγ − 1), we have
ρ > ρ0 and condition (i) of Proposition 1.7 holds. In this case, S is finite as we have seen in
Lemma 4.5.7.
(iii) ρ > 1/(1− γ ) and hρ unbounded. In this case, the only possibility to have hρ unbounded is
to have ρ = 1/(1− γ ), for the seriesi |gi |ρ converges whenever ρ > 1/(1− γ ). In this case,
since hρ is monotone, it tends to infinity at infinity.
Claim. hρ is slowly varying.
Proof of the claim. Change of variable z = v/(1+ y) in the integral expression for hρ given in
Lemma 4.5.8 shows that
hρ(v) = ρg
ρ
∨
vρ−1
 v
0
R(z)
zρ+1
(v − z)ρ−1 dz.
Note that the integral is well defined since R vanishes on [ 0, 1). Since ρ = 1/(1 − γ ), the
function R(z)/zρ+1 is regularly varying of index −1. The claim follows from Lemma 4.5.9.
Since hρ is slowly varying, it grows to infinity at a rate slower than algebraic. Again,
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.5.7 are satisfied. Thus only condition (i) is relevant. But
this condition (i) is always satisfied since 1/(1 − γ ) > (αγ − 1)/γ . Thus S is finite. Moreover,
in this situation, ρ = 1/(1− γ ) > ρ0 and assumption (i) of Proposition 1.7 holds. 
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